
Nearly Normal Galaxies

• Elliptical Galaxies & Bulges

• Dwarf Elliptical Galaxies

• Spiral Galaxies



Nearly Normal Galaxies 1: Elliptical Galaxies

& Bulges

• Elliptical Galaxies have elliptical shapes with no structure

• Old stellar populations

• Very little gas & dust

• MB ~ -15 to -26

• M / L ~ 1 – (10) ! correlated with luminosity (weakly)

Review of Properties Discussed



Things Hinted at

• Giant elliptical galaxies do not rotate

• Elliptical galaxies formed by dissipationless collapse

• Difference between elliptical galaxies & bulges

"  they are elliptical because random motions are 

      important

" stars formed before gas has time to dissipate much 

      & fall into rotationally support disk (i.e., like spirals)
" stars basically stay at the radius they are formed at

      (i.e., stars do not “dissipate”)

" Ellipticals contain no disk component

" Bulges are at the centers of disks



General Profiles of Elliptical Galaxies

The projected brightness profiles of elliptical galaxies are

well fitted by,

where -3.3307217 is chosen such that re is the (effective)

radius in which half of the total light is contained.

In terms of surface brightness, µ (mag arcsec-2 = -2.5 log I ),

This profile is commonly referred to as the R0.25 Law. Note
that the central surface brightness is µe – 8.325.



Luminosity Calculation

• The total luminosity in a circularly symmetry galaxy is,

Note that the first integral follows from the fact that

half of the light of the galaxy is contained within re.



Deviations from R0.25 Law are sometimes

seen at large radii

These deviations may be Environmental: correlations are 

seen between the outer profiles of ellipticals & the presence 

of companions. 

(Kormendy 1977, ApJ, 218, 333)



R0.25 Deviations may be Luminosity Dependent

• Brighter ellipticals tend to have excess light at large radii,

   whereas fainter galaxies had too little light at large radii

(Schombert et al. 1986, ApJS, 60, 603)

fainter

brighter: much more

light farther out



A Note: cD Galaxies

• cD galaxies, which are at the centers of clusters, have

excess light that appears to be part of the cluster

• The velocity dispersion, #, of the cD galaxies rises at

large radii, and seems to be consistent with the # of the

galaxies in the inner cluster.



The Fundamental Parameter Plane

• Can a fundamental relationship between the measured

parameters of elliptical galaxies & bulges be found?

Start with the Virial Theorem,

where M is the total mass, GM/R is the potential energy

with mean R, v2/2 is the mean kinetic energy per unit

mass, & kE is the virialization constant.



Let,

where re is the scale radius & kR depends on the density

structure. Then

where Ie is the scale surface brightness, kL is the 

constant, & L is the luminosity, and

where # is the velocity scale.

Substituting these quantities into the Virial Theorem,



Two Fundamental Plane Relations

• Re – # – Ie Relation:

• L – # – Ie Relation:



• If all galaxies have the same structure, then the k terms are

constant. Thus,

• If M/L ~ LnIm, then the expressions reduce to ,

• Note that the second equation looks similar to the Faber-

Jackson Relation (1976, ApJ, 204, 668),

I.e., re = f(!, Ie) or L = f(!, Ie)



FP Relations : Comparison with Real Data



Fundamental Plane Parameters Determined

by Several Different Groups



3-D View of Fundamental Plane



Fundamental Plane: Some Comments

• If all galaxies are assumed to have the same structure,

then the FP is planar only if M / L is a power law in

parameters

• If the FP seen face-on has no structure, the virial theorem

is the only strong constraint

• FP is very narrow & flat , even though data are affected

by distance errors, aspect errors, star formation as a

result of merging, etc.

where n ! 0.18 to 0.24 & m ! -0.05 to +0.08.



Fundamental Plane: Some Comments (cont’)

• M / L vs. L relation has very little scatter (i.e., 16%), which

   indicates that stellar populations are very homogeneous. Thus,



Fundamental Plane: Some Comments (cont’)

• Core & global parameters give very similar results



Core Parameters

• Core radius, rc, is the radius at which the projected
surface brightness is half its central brightness

• If M / L = constant, the " / I = constant. Thus,

• The projected profile is,

• Note that when r = rc, $ (rc) = 0.5$0. Also, for r >> rc,



• The unprojected profile is,

• We want to solve Poisson’s equation using the

unprojected density equation given above. Using the

distribution function for an isothermal sphere,

where

Solving for potential,



Poisson’s Equation,

Can be expressed in spherical coordinates as,

At r = 0, Poisson’s Equation becomes,

Solving for rc yields,



In terms of density,

The M / L ratio is defined in terms of core parameters by

First taking the central luminosity density j0 to be,

Thus,



Ordered vs. Random Motion – the v / # Diagram

b = semi-major axis, a = semi-minor axis

(Illingworth 1977

ApJ, 218, L43;

Davies et al.

1983,

ApJ, 266, 41)



v/# Diagram

• Bulges of spirals & faint elliptical galaxies lie close to the

   ISO line
• Brighter elliptical galaxies lie near ANISO line



Key Points about Ellipticals and Bulges

• Low luminosity ellipticals & bulges

• Bright Ellipticals

1) Rotate rapidly
2) Have nearly isotropic #

3) Are flattened by rotation

1) Rotate slowly

2) Are pressure supported

3) Have shapes due to velocity anisotropy



Boxy vs. Disky Isophotes

Most significant term

Departure from Ellipse

 Isophote for ellipse
rell (%), where 

% = polar angle.

(Bender et al. 1988,

  A&AS, 74, 385)



Boxy vs. Disky Isophotes

• Elliptical galaxies with boxy isophotes have anisotropic #

• Elliptical galaxies with disky isophotes are rotationally
flattened & have isotropic #



Boxy vs. Disky Isophotes

(Bender et al. 1989, A&A, 217, 35; Kormendy & Djorgovski 1989

  ARAA, 27, 35)

• Anisotropic galaxies

   have v / #* < 1.



HST Observations of Elliptical Cores & Bulges

• Luminous hot galaxies (MV < -22)

• Intermediate hot galaxies (-22 < MV < -20.5)

• Faint hot galaxies (MV > -20.5)

1) Cuspy Cores

2) Boxy & Slowly Rotating

3) Relatively low density, large cores

1) Mix of core & power-law galaxies

1) Power Law profiles that lack cores

2) Disky & rapidly rotating

3) 1000 times denser in mass & luminosity than cores

of large galaxies

(This later group includes M32, small Virgo ellipticals & spiral 

bulges)



Break Radius

rb: the point of maximum curvature in the surface brightness

profile plot.
The slope, &, is defined as,



Nuker Law,

'& = slope inside rb

'( = slope outside rb

  ) = sharpness of break



Degree of Nucleation

Luminosity Density

Mass Density

Phase-Space Density, f ~ $ #-3

Luminosity "

Note the range in density



More trends with Luminosity…
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“Slow vs. Fast Rotation”
 v / #

“Boxy vs. Disky”

 a4 / a

Trends with Luminosity…



Core Fundamental Plane

• In dynamic equilibrium

• Random motions are significant

• Anisotropies do not vary much from galaxy to galaxy

• M / L is a function of µb, rb, & #0

A core FP can exist only if the cores are: 

For cores,



Fundamental Planes for “Cores”



Core Fundamental Plane (cont’)

• The scatter in the core FP is 30% larger than that of the

global (effective radius) FP.

• A possible explanation is the supermassive black hole in
some of the galaxies may heat the core, causing the # to

be higher

• Note that in # vs. 0.766 log rb – 0.257µ0 + 2.97 plot, the

upper # envelope is comprised of galaxies with strong

evidence of supermassive nuclear black holes.



The tightness of the core FP is surprising

given that

• Profiles differ (i.e., ) & & vary)

• Anisotropy may vary from galaxy to galaxy

• Some have black holes that affect the I(r) and #

• Core are only a small fraction of the total luminosity of

the galaxies



Why do some Ellipticals have Large Cores

whereas others do not?

• Power-law nuclei, which high phase-space densities,

may be created by galaxy-galaxy mergers

• Core nuclei, which are associated with large ellipticals,

may be created in part by the slow accretion of satellite

galaxies (via dynamical friction)





Elliptical Galaxies: Remaining Issues (for now)

• Does the Fundamental Plane Hold at Higher z?

• The Interstellar Medium of Elliptical Galaxies?



Fundamental Plane for z = 0.33

Cluster Cl 1358+62

• 30 E and S0 galaxies

• Log re ~ 1.31±0.13 log # – 0.86±0.10 log Ie

• Scatter in M / LV is 14%

• Thus, E and S0 galaxies are structural mature by this

redshift

• This values are similar to the FP values of the Coma

Cluster

• E.g., log re ~ 1.24 log # – 0.82 log Ie

(Kelson et al. 2000; van Dokkum 1998)



(van Dokkum 1998)



(van Dokkum 1998)



Fundamental Plane at Intermediate z

(Kelson et al. 2000)



FP at Intermediate z, cont.

(Kelson et al. 2000)



FP at Intermediate z, cont.

(Kelson et al. 1997)



Elliptical Galaxies

General Properties Previously Highlighted

• Elliptical Galaxies have elliptical shapes with no structure

• Old stellar populations

• Very little gas & dust

• Counter-rotating cores

• M(H2) ~ 107-9 Msun

But Some Have

These are probably Transition Galaxies



Counter-rotating

Cores in Elliptical

Galaxies

(Bender 1988)



Molecular gas in Elliptical Galaxies

• M(H2) ~ 107-9 Msun

• But these are IRAS-detected Elliptical Galaxies

(Lees et al. 1991; Wiklind & Combes 1995)



CO maps of Elliptical Galaxies

(Young 2002)



Gas Properties Relative to Infrared Emission

(Wiklind & Combes 1995)



Relative to LB

• Correlation with LB is

very poor.

(Wiklind & Combes 1995)


